April 29, 2014

First draft-ABSTRACT OF VIABILITY

Re Stevens "brain thing" & related inventions:
Viability- Steven's inventions deserve integrate both proven concepts and many experimental concepts covering a
range of modalities and may potentially have a wide range of applications if he were successful at receiving key
funding, talent & research facilities etc...
His concepts appear valid,(to the extent I can see based on a simple 2 page overview of one key part of his thing, and
that he did regain flow of nerve conductivity & other himself apparently based using parts of his concepts.
He is at early stages of development (even though starting this in the 80's as I explained the importance in his own
brain of maximizing multihemisphere crosstalk) & although his own body shows increased electrical flow & crosstalk,
and he has more to show me, reality is that even with Judge Pratt et al verifying his track record from 81
-96 and related
affidavits, he has exhausted his own client base, and his prior key partners who helped with all things related to
computer skills, taxes, forecasting etc., are dead, and prior clients appear either broke or dead, and thus he would need
to be surrounded by a team capable of bringing things from concept to reality. Steven relied on referrals for his
prospecting in the past, and the last few years have shown although he has skills for seeing big picture, and other key
skills, he lacks prospecting skills & thus would either need to team up with lead investors, or team up with others and
pursue Grant funding of various types.
Validity of multi-hemisphere cross talk, is well established, however, going beyond that to balance both gross electrical
flow and fine electrical flow while increasing field coherency and expanding spectrum is relatively new, and would
require both strategic partnerships and much testing, let alone funding.
Balancing fine electrical flow left/right, front/back, diagonals, expansion contraction, balancing upper body and lower
body has begun to be shown in various ways, naturally any
Balancing gross &fine electrical full via connecting to a more full body version working on similar principles of bone
conductivity, geometry & sound through key body points would require a qualified team, adequate funding & testing,
and more
Steven has shown me contacts he believes interested in helping, ranging from military, NASA, police, fire & various
forms of health/medicine.....if he can secure multi-agency pre-feasibility grant funding for related......having interest
and getting funding are two different things, and obviously producing something and making a profit are easier said
than done!
To expand in the ways Steven wants to , while shown electrically on his body, doesn’t mean it would work on
everybody, unless substantial testing was done. Even with sound concepts, this does not mean he can secure funding,
even if he gets letters of interest, so he would need to put a qualified team together, and secure testing facilities &
related capitalization.
Steven has exhausted his own clients, and his own prior clients are helping just by writing certified affidavits about his
past performance as they are out of capitol.
In terms of adding small microphones with filters at key decibel levels, I could see where if Steven secures a
manufacturer that now produces bone conductivity for Navy Seals & some consumer markets, could in theory make a
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